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ABSTRACT
Recent trends in Internet computing have led to the popularization of many forms of virtual organizations. Examples include supply chain management, grid computing, and
collaborative research environments like PlanetLab. Unfortunately, when it comes to the security analysis of these
systems, the whole is certainly greater than the sum of its
parts. That is, local intrusion detection and audit practices
are insufficient for detecting distributed attacks such as coordinated network reconnaissance, stepping-stone attacks,
and violations of application-level trust constraints between
security domains. A distributed process that coordinates
information from each member could detect these types of
violations, but privacy concerns between member organizations or safety concerns about centralizing sensitive information often restrict this level of information flow. In this
paper, we propose a privacy-preserving framework for distributed audit that allows member organizations to detect
distributed attacks without requiring the release of excessive private information. We discuss both the architecture
and mechanisms used in our approach and comment on the
performance of a prototype implementation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.2 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and
Retrieval—Information Storage; E.2 [Data]: Data Storage
Representations; E.3 [Data]: Data Encryption

General Terms
Design, Security

Keywords
Data obfuscation, distributed audit, logging

1.

INTRODUCTION

Effective audit mechanisms are necessary to ensure the
safe and correct operation of many different industries. In
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computer security, the use of audit trails is central to the
maintenance of robust and secure computing systems. Audit
logs are widely used as a means of verifying the secure operation of a system and often times provide the input datasets
for intrusion detection systems. Until recently, the largely
centralized nature of the computational resources utilized
by an organization has implied that the examination of local audit trails was sufficient for detecting attacks targeting
a particular organization. This notion is rapidly becoming
obsolete.
In recent years, the accessibility of the Internet has caused
fundamental changes in the ways that entities and organizations interact. Data and resources are often shared across organizational boundaries and businesses are increasingly outsourcing tasks such as supply-chain management and billing
to third parties. As organizations grow into larger virtual
organizations, more points of vulnerability emerge and attackers can carry out more widely distributed forms of attack. Traditional means of distributed audit cannot be used
within virtual organizations due to concerns over both log
privacy and the safety of centralizing sensitive data storage [22]. The fact that two organizations are willing to cooperate for the purpose of carrying out a particular type of
interaction does not, and should not, imply that they completely trust one another. In many cases, the types of data
records used to conduct security audits are considered sensitive, as they could reveal information about internal network structures, the types of software running in restricted
areas, or private customer information. Clearly, it would be
beneficial for organizations to pool their resources to detect
attacks, but current data-handling practices prevent this in
the general case.
In this paper, we propose the design of a framework for
privacy-preserving distributed audit. Specifically, we define
mechanisms through which members of an audit group can
cooperate to detect attacks and patterns of abuse without
disclosing sensitive information to one another. We specify a framework through which audit records generated at
each site can be cryptographically altered and submitted to
a central audit clearinghouse for examination. Our framework enables the outsourcing of both historical (i.e., long
term analysis) and online intrusion detection and audit systems while minimizing the threats of leaking sensitive information to either the auditor or other collaborating sites
within the audit group. This framework has the following
specific properties:
• Our framework is general enough to be used in a variety of situations including the detection of coordinated

network attacks launched by external adversaries and
the detection of internal abuses of trust between group
members; it is not limited to a specific class of problems.
• Our framework does not require that members of an
audit group exchange sensitive information with one
another. That is, detecting attacks does not require
that members of the audit group trust each other to
examine one another’s sensitive data.
• The central auditor has access only to cryptographically altered audit records.
• Group members are able to verify the accuracy of any
reports generated by the auditor.
• Group members can obtain probabilistic guarantees regarding the completeness of information provided by
the auditor.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we further motivate the need for a privacy-preserving distributed audit system. Section 3 describes in detail the system architecture of our framework. Section 4 presents the
threat model adopted in this paper. The supported data
types, levels of obfuscation, and cryptographic obfuscation
methods utilized by our framework are then discussed in
Section 5. The details of our prototype implementation are
presented in Section 6 along with benchmark data for the
obfuscation methods described in Section 5. In Section 7,
we discuss several interesting properties of our framework.
We survey related work in the areas of distributed audit
and privacy-preserving data sharing in Section 8 and then
conclude in Section 9.

2.

MOTIVATION

There are a number of situations in which distributed audit facilities can be beneficial to groups of entities collaborating across security domains. Perhaps the most intuitive case
involves the detection of coordinated attacks and network
reconnaissance tactics targeting the collaborative group. A
recent wide-scale study on the threat of correlated attacks
revealed that 20% of the offending sources from their investigation launched correlated attacks and those attacks account for over 40% of their investigated intrusion alerts [17].
They additionally characterize correlated attacks as often
being targeted towards small groups (4-6 members). As
these groups remain fairly stable over time, the authors promote collaboration and trust establishment between group
members so as to encourage efforts in correlated alert detection. The coordinated attacks and compromises that occurred across nodes in the TeraGrid during the Spring of
2004 [28] are examples of this phenomenon.
Another interesting type of attack that can be detected
through the use of distributed audit is the stepping-stone
attack. During a stepping-stone attack, the attacker routes
his traffic through multiple nodes in an effort to prevent detection mechanisms from pinpointing the true source of the
attack. The BRO intrusion detection system [26] provides
stepping stone detection across the domain the system is
monitoring [39]. Correlated stepping stones in collaborating networks could be detected if local stepping stone alerts
were shared and analyzed by a central auditor. Correlated
alerts could lead to fuller stepping stone path reconstruction, and ultimately, identification of the true origin of the

attacker. Distributed audit can also help detect abuses of
the applications or trust relationships used to bootstrap a
virtual organization by both external attackers and malicious insiders through the detection of separation of duty
constraint or other application-level policy violations. Unfortunately, members of many virtual organizations lack the
level of trust in one another required to share the information that could lead to the detection of the above types of
service violations.
A privacy-preserving framework for distributed audit can
have positive implications not only when members of an audit group are mutually distrustful (as one might expect in
an administratively-diverse virtual organization), but across
the entire spectrum of audit member trust levels. For instance, consider the case where members of an organization
have a high degree of trust in one another and already carry
out some form of distributed audit process (perhaps using a
mechanism similar to that proposed in [22]). A compromise
of the central point of analysis for audit data could release
a large amount of sensitive information; this is undesirable
in general, but particularly so if personal information, such
as customer or employee activities, are part of the audit
process. In this case, the public image of the offending organization may be harmed as it could be required by laws
such as California SB 1386 [7] to notify the affected persons of the security breach. The use of a privacy-preserving
audit framework could limit the damage caused by such a
compromise by revealing only encrypted or otherwise obfuscated data. Similarly, such a framework might facilitate the
incorporation of data otherwise protected by the EU Directive on Data Protection [10] into distributed audit processes,
although a full analysis of the legal implications of such actions is outside of the scope of this paper.
The privacy-preserving nature of this framework could assuage the fears associated with the sharing of audit trail information in more tightly-coupled organizations. This could
facilitate better audit practices between departments within
the same organization or members of distributed experimentation frameworks, such as PlanetLab [27]. Although the
administration of PlanetLab nodes allows host-level audit
information to be collected and analyzed centrally, this cannot currently be done for IDS alerts or other network anomalies observed on the networks surrounding these nodes, as
PlanetLab nodes operate in widely distributed administrative domains. Clearly, a privacy-preserving distributed audit
framework benefits distributed organizations with all levels
of trust between members; in the remainder of this paper, we
discuss the architecture, mechanisms, and analysis of such
a framework.

3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MODEL

In this section, we discuss the system architecture of our
audit framework. The main components of this system include organizations, audit groups, and auditors, which are
presented in Figure 1 and described in detail below.
Organizations represent individual security domains,
within which no data anonymization is necessary. Each
organization may run intrusion detection systems, system
activity loggers, or other audit mechanisms to track the
security-state of its constituent systems. Organizations that
have some degree of mutual trust in one another, such as
members of a virtual organization or branches of a large corporation, band together to form audit groups. The members
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Figure 1: System architecture overview.
of an audit group run a group key management protocol to
agree upon a shared secret that they use for log obfuscation
(the details of which are described in Section 5.2). Prior
to contracting an auditor, the member organizations of an
audit group develop software that can be used to detect the
constraint violations that they are interested in through the
examination of their obfuscated audit records (as in [22]).
Each member organization then signs this code to indicate
that it conforms to their standards and submits the signed
code to the auditor (or auditors) who will analyze their collective audit records.
Auditors are entities in the system who are paid or otherwise contracted to analyze the obfuscated audit records
generated by an audit group to detect constraint violations
that cannot be detected by one organization alone. Upon
receiving signed detection code from an audit group, the
auditor allocates the audit group a virtual machine within
which that code will be run. Since any auditor can service
multiple audit groups, this prevents a malicious group from
harming the execution environment of other audit groups
while still permitting audit groups to author their own attack detection programs. As audit records are submitted
by the audit group, the auditor passes these records into
the code provided by the audit group and reports the alerts
generated by this code.

4.

THREAT MODEL

In this paper, we aim to design a framework that can
afford higher privacy guarantees and detect a wider range
of attacks than existing Internet-scale information sharing
systems by assuming a more limited system size. In particular, the interdomain audit framework described in this
paper is designed for use in medium-scale collaborative environments. We emphasize that this framework is not suited
for data sharing between entities that have no prior established relationship; however, many environments, such as
distributed corporations, business-to-business supply chains,
or grid computing systems, share an underlying trust between entities that can support the data obfuscation and
encryption operations we propose in Section 5.2. With this
consideration, we describe the threat model that we have
chosen to adopt for our audit framework.
We assume that members of the audit group trust one
another enough to maintain any group secrets necessary for
processing audit records sent to the auditor. This seems to

be a viable assumption, as exposing these secrets could potentially reveal the audit information of all group members,
including the member who leaked the secrets. Note that
this explicitly forbids collusion between group members and
the auditor in our model. We do, however, assume that
group members may attempt to send faulty “probe” audit
records to the auditor in hopes of triggering constraint violations that would reveal information regarding the legitimate
events detected by other members of the audit group.
Many solutions to data outsourcing problems (e.g., [2, 12,
22]) assume that the third-party who gains control of the
data behaves according to the honest-but-curious, or semihonest, model [15]. In this model, the third-party follows
all specified protocols exactly, but may record any traffic
that it processes and attempt to extract information from
the data-store in an offline manner. Active attacks (e.g.,
returning incomplete or spurious data) are strictly prohibited within this model. Initial discussions of our framework
assume an honest-but-curious auditor solely for clarity of
discussion; in Section 7.1 we show that our system remains
operational even when the auditor follows a more Byzantine threat model. Specifically, we show that audit group
members can detect when incorrect alerts are raised by the
auditor and can probabilistically determine whether the auditor is withholding information from the audit group.

5.

DATA FORMATS AND OBFUSCATION
LEVELS

In this section, we discuss the types of data that we have
identified as being important for interdomain audit. We
additionally describe the levels at which each type of data
can be obfuscated and the methods through which these
obfuscation levels can be attained in practice.

5.1

Supported Data Types

Audit logs are comprised of a collection of audit records,
each of which is a compound structure containing multiple
data values. We now discuss each of the data types supported by our system.
Identifiers An identifier is simply a label that is associated
with a given record. Examples could include a log level
(e.g., DEBUG, WARN, etc.) associated with a given
line of output or a key field used to link a particular
audit record with other records.
Numbers Numbers are totally-ordered identifiers upon
which mathematical operations such as addition and
subtraction can be performed. Examples include the
number of packets received on a given port, the amount
of time a particular process was running, or the length
of a file received by an FTP daemon.
Tree structures Tree structures are hierarchicallyorganized identifiers in which a child node may have at
most one parent node. Examples include IP addresses,
domain names, and file system paths. The notion of
prefix matching is important in these cases. For example, we may want to find all source IP addresses in
the 128.221.8.* subnet or all files in subdirectories of
/usr/bin.
Partially-ordered sets A partially-ordered set (poset),
hP, i, is a set of identifiers, P , along with a partialordering relation, . Partial orderings are often used

to describe relationships between roles in RBAC systems or relationships between different types of objects
in a system.
Lists Lists are variable-length collections of items of the
same simple data type (e.g., identifiers, trees, posets,
or numbers). Lists are particularly useful for containing variable-length information fields, such as the
group of flags set in a TCP packet or other attribute
lists.
The above list of data types was chosen based upon studying the types of input data accepted and emitted by popular
security logging systems and discussing applications of interdomain audit frameworks with security practitioners. While
this list cannot be guaranteed to be complete, it appears
that the data formats currently used for attack detection
and system analysis can all be represented using the above
data types. We now discuss the levels at which each data
type can be obfuscated prior to its disclosure to the audit
process.

5.2

Obfuscation Levels

Given that data can be represented using the types described in Section 5.1, we now wish to define the various
granularities at which data items can be disclosed. In Section 5.3, we provide a rough overview of the methods by
which our framework enables these disclosure granularities.
Full disclosure The most basic level of disclosure is full
disclosure. That is, the unmodified data item will be
released to the auditor.
Local exact match In some cases, entities within an audit group might wish to allow an auditor to determine
whether a data item disclosed by one member of the
audit group matches a data item disclosed by other
members of the audit group, but not disclose any further information about the data item (this is likely
to occur with respect to the key field(s) of an audit
record). For instance, if members of an audit group
are monitoring mutual users of their systems, it is important that the auditor be able to determine whether
two audit records refer to actions taken by the same
user, even if these actions were observed by different
audit group members. However, the auditor should
not be able to determine the actual value of a data
item disclosed for local exact match only, nor should
they be able to leverage information reported by entities outside of the audit group to infer additional
information about the value of the item.
Portion dropping In the event that only certain portions
of a tree structure are required (e.g., the class-B network that an IP address is in), our framework supports
a portion drop transformation. This allows the data
producer to drop portions from the left and/or right of
a tree structure to reduce the amount of data actually
disclosed.
Local prefix match In some cases, it is beneficial for an
auditor to determine whether two data elements match
in prefix. For instance, the audit group may be interested in determining the portions of the IP address
space from which the most failed login attempts originate. The auditor should not be able to determine any

semantic information from the matched tuples other
than the fact that they have a common prefix.
Local greater-than It should be possible to disclose partially ordered data in such a way as to allow the auditor to determine whether one data item is greater
than another data item (with respect to the defined
partial order) without revealing any further information regarding the actual values of the data items.
Basic numeric transformations In many cases it is desirable to carry out very simple transformations on numerical data fields. Our framework supports adding
jitter to values, the use of uniform and non-uniform
bucketing, and scaling.
Local blinded arithmetic In some cases, members of the
audit group may wish to instruct the auditor to generate summary statistics over the data values in their
audit records without wanting to disclose the actual
contents of audit records. For instance, it may be beneficial to allow the auditor to maintain running totals without knowing what the current total is. These
“blinded totals” could then be reported to the members of the audit group at regular intervals.
Complete obfuscation Completely obfuscated data should
look like random bit patterns to the auditor. These
values should, however, be decipherable by entities in
the audit group in the event that audit records are
released back to some subset of the audit group.
Table 1 summarizes the applicability of each obfuscation
method presented above to each of the data types defined in
Section 5.1. Note that we purposefully don’t support complete local obfuscation where data is not even decipherable
to other members in the audit group. If such a level of
privacy protection were desired, all members would instead
agree not to include that field in their obfuscated logs. We
now discuss how several of the above mentioned obfuscation
methods can be implemented.

5.3

Obfuscation Method Implementation

We now provide details regarding how the above obfuscation goals are attained in our implementation. The more
simplistic methods (i.e., drop, jitter, bucketing, and scaling)
are not discussed. Throughout the remainder of this paper,
we make the following assumptions regarding the cryptographic capabilities of the members of the audit group:
• The members of an audit group have a shared secret, s,
perhaps computed using a group Diffie-Hellman
scheme [32, 6].
• There exists a cryptographic hash function,
h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l , where l is the fixed output length
of h(·). We assume that h(·) is a one-way and collisionresistant function. We will denote the HMAC construction [19] based on hash function h(·) applied to
some message m using a key k by HMAC h (k, m).
• There exists a symmetric-key block encryption algorithm, such as AES. We denote the encryption (resp.
decryption) of a message m in CBC mode using the
initialization vector i and the key k by ei (k, m) (resp.
di (k, m)). Note that di (k, ei (k, m)) = m.
• There exists a homomorphic encryption algorithm, such
as that presented in [23], with encryption operation

Full Disclosure
Jitter
Bucketing
Scaling
Drop
Local Exact Match
Prefix Preserving Match
Local Greater-than
Blinded Summation
Complete Obfuscation

Identifier
√
√

Number
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

Tree Structure
√

Poset
√

√
√
√

√

√

√
√

List
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 1: Obfuscation methods applicable to each data type.
E(·, ·) and decryption operation D(·, ·). Given a key
pair hk, k−1 i, D(k−1 , E(k, m)) = m and E(k, m) ×
E(k, m0 ) = E(k, m + m0 ).

5.3.1

Local Exact Match

To provide local exact match functionality, each member
of an audit group must be able to modify data items irreversibly in a predictable manner. This will allow the auditor
to match equivalent data items without revealing the actual
contents of the identifier. We first define a function κhash (·)
as follows:
κhash (x) = h(“HASH SALT” | x)

(1)

The above equation generates a seemingly random salt
value from its input (note that | denotes concatenation). Let
us define the value salt = κhash (s). Given this salt value, we
now define a function, flem (·) which alters any data value
to meet the local exact match disclosure criteria:
flem (id) = HMAC h (salt, id)

(2)

The collision-resistance and one-way properties of the function h(·) imply that the most efficient way for an adversary
to recover the value of x ∈ X from flem (x) is through a
brute-force search of the space {0, 1}l × X.

5.3.2

Local Prefix Match

The local prefix match functionality can be attained through
modified use of the use of the flem (·) function on each “portion” a hierarchical data item, as follows:
flpm ([x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]) =

[flem (x1 ), flem (x1 | x2 ), . . . ,
flem (x1 | x2 | . . . | xn )]

(3)

Unlike the prefix-preserving hash method discussed in [13],
the above method can be computed over a data structure
without requiring multiple passes over input data, as it does
not preserve the data length of the field being obfuscated.
This method is thus suitable for use in an environment where
data is streamed out to the auditor, instead of only being
useful when static files are to be anonymized and released.
However, the above method works at a higher granularity
than the method presented in [13].

5.3.3

Local Greater-Than Relation

To provide the local greater-than relation functionality on
a partially ordered set, we first define an order-preserving
homomorphism from hP, i to hP 0 , 0 i. We have chosen
to represent the transformed poset using Bloom filters [5],
which are data structures that enable efficient testing of set
membership. To insert a data item p ∈ P (where |P | = n)
into a Bloom filter, p is processed using a function map :
P → {0, 1}m that combines the outputs of k hash functions;
any of the resulting bit positions that are set to 1 are then
set in the Bloom filter. Testing for set membership involves
simply computing the value that would be inserted into the
Bloom filter and then testing to see if those bits are set in
the filter. If they are not set, the data item is definitely not
in the set; if those bits are set, then with high probability the
data item is in the set. The tradeoffs in choosing k, m, and
n and their effects on the false positive rate are discussed in
detail in [5].
To encode a partially ordered set hP, i to allow the local
greater-than relation, we represent each element of p ∈ P
as a Bloom filter containing a transformed mapping of itself and transformed mappings of all elements in P that p
is greater than. More specifically, for some p ∈ P , its corresponding element p0 ∈ P 0 is a Bloom filter containing the
items {map(CTR | salt | p)} ∪ {map(CTR | salt | q) | q ∈
P ∧ q  p} where CTR is a counter value initialized to zero.
Clearly, given any q 0 , p0 ∈ P 0 , p0 0 q 0 if the encoding of
q 0 contains the encoding of p0 . After the audit group determines its shared secret, s (and therefore the value salt),
each member independently maps each partially ordered set
hP, i into its altered representation hP 0 , 0 i as described
above and checks each hP 0 , 0 i for false positives. If any
false positives are discovered, CTR is incremented and the
process is repeated. Figure 2 shows an example of this poset
transformation.
This method of representing partially ordered sets has several interesting properties. First, unless the auditor has observed all 2m data items in the set P 0 , it cannot be certain
that it has observed the entirety of the structure of hP, i.
Similarly, given two data items p, q ∈ P 0 such that p 0 q,
the auditor can obtain a lower-bound on the distance between p and q in the structure of P 0 but cannot tell the
distance between p and q conclusively unless all 2m items in
P 0 have been observed.

5.3.4

Local Blinded Summation

In general, performing arbitrary arithmetic operations on
encrypted data is a difficult problem. However, we can perform summations over encrypted data, given the existence
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Figure 2: An example partially ordered set and one possible obfuscated encoding
of a homomorphic encryption function. Even this simple
arithmetic operation enables the detection of a wide range
of threshold events. For instance, this is useful if an audit
group is interested in learning the number of failed login
attempts made on each account used across the audit domain or determining which ports are seeing high volumes
of connections, all without sharing private information between members of the audit group. Given a homomorphic
encryption algorithm and keys k and k−1 derived from the
group secret s, we define flbs (·) as follows:
flbs (x) = E(k, x)

(4)

That is, the homomorphic cryptosystem is used to encode
the values to be obfuscated. Given values of this form, the
auditor can compute summations without knowing what values are being summed by multiplying values together. Reports can be sent periodically to members of the audit group
who can then reveal the private summation using D(k−1 , ·).

5.3.5

Complete Obfuscation

The complete obfuscation functionality can be implemented
similarly to the local exact match functionality. We first define the function κsym (·) which generates a symmetric key
from some initial value:
κsym (x) = h(“SYMMETRIC” | x)

(5)

Let us define ksym by selecting the needed number of bytes
from the beginning the output of κsym (s). Should more
bytes be needed, then a longer key can be generated using
a key expansion technique such as that used by SSH [38].
Given ksym , we now define a function fco that embodies the
complete obfuscation functionality.
fco (x) = hnonce, enonce (ksym , x)i

(6)

Given a data item x, fco (x) hides the value of x from the
auditor by encrypting x using a randomly chosen initialization vector and a key unknown to the auditor. The random
initialization vector prevents the auditor from determining
whether two ciphertext values refer to the same plaintext.
However, any member of the audit group who is given fco (x)
can easily retrieve x.

6.
6.1

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Implementation

In this section, we introduce the software architecture necessary to support our framework for distributed audit. As
pictured in Figure 3, all security logs at a member site are
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Figure 3: Software Architecture Overview

converted to a standard format before they are input to a
general log obfuscator, which we refer to as GLO. In addition
to the format converted logs, members supply a collection of
policy schemas that define the record format types and associated obfuscation methods GLO should use to obfuscate
the logs. The processed log records are then forwarded to
the auditor and used as inputs to the audit software written
by the members of the audit group. If an auditor detects
an alert, the set of records acting as evidence for the alert
is then forwarded back to the alert managers run by each
group member that contributed to this record set.
GLO is implemented using Java 1.5 and the Bouncy Castle Cryptography API. Each of the types and obfuscation
methods defined in Section 5, excluding local blinded summation, are supported in our current implementation of GLO.
As there is no support for homomorphic encryption through
the Java API or its supported libraries, we leave a detailed
evaluation of the blinded arithmetic operation for future
work. While homomorphic encryption is more computationally expensive than the other obfuscation methods supported by GLO, we expect that blinded arithmetic will be
most used in less time-dependent procedures, such as daily
port traffic summary reports based on batched audit logs.
In this case, the extra time incurred by the overhead of
using more complicated cryptographic operations would be
acceptable.
To provide for flexible log processing, we have future plans
to support a more standardized security log format for data
processing. There is a recent and ongoing effort to define
such a standardization. The Intrusion Detection Message
Exchange Format (IDMEF) [8] is the most developed proposal, consisting of an XML definition for audit logs. IDMEF is still a work in progress, but some IDS conversion
plug-ins for popular IDSes like Snort [29] already exist.

Data Type
Number, Identifier, Poset
Number, Identifier, Poset
Number
Number
Number
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree

Obfuscation Method
Local Exact Match
Complete Obfuscation
Scale
Uniform Bucket
Non-Uniform Bucket
Complete Obfuscation
Local Exact Match
Prefix Preserving Match
Drop Portion Match

Processing Rate (Records/Second)
13,900; 14,377; 14,445
15,657; 19,274; 20,220
17,778
17,923
19,580
15,281
14,077
7,530
20,155

Table 2: Obfuscation processing rates applicable to each data type.

6.2

Evaluation

The efficiency of GLO, or how fast GLO can process audit records, is highly dependent on the obfuscation methods
defined in the policy schema. With this consideration, we
provide benchmarking details for several of the obfuscation
methods outlined in Section 5.3 in Table 2. The shared
key used in cryptographic obfuscation is 128 bits long. The
GLO application was run on a Pentium 4 2.5GHz processor
with 512 MB of RAM running the Linux operating system;
we consider this to be a modest computing resource compared to what a typical organization might dedicate to intrusion detection technology. Each rate reflects GLO’s average processing speed over 10 repeated trials for obfuscating
a large number of batched records of the given type. From
these results, we can see that the most resource-intensive
obfuscation method is the prefix-preserving match method,
while every other method is able to handle more than 13,000
records per second.
It is useful to compare the processing rate of GLO to typical alert generation rates from IDS, system, and application
logs. According to logging rates obtained from the security operations staff at our institution, typical high-volume
IDS logging mechanisms average 30.69 generated records per
second, and are the single largest contributor to security audit logs. We tested GLO with a general network audit log
record format similar to that used by tcpdump [33] and an
appropriate policy schema. The record format and schema
are displayed in Table 3. Given this format and policy, GLO
obfuscated 3,687 records per second, a processing rate over
100 times faster than the alert generation rate reported by
our institution. Since obfuscation can be performed in parallel, there is no reason that an organization could not run
multiple instances of GLO to perform processing, but our results suggest that even a single instance of GLO can process
audit records fast enough for real-time alert correlation.

6.3

Distributed Password Guessing

One of the most common ways an attacker gains access to
a system is through brute force password cracking schemes.
These can include manual login attempts, dictionary based
attacks, and the use of automated tools that randomly generate usernames and passwords to login with. System administrators prevent these types of attacks by limiting the
number of times a user can attempt to login at a given host.
If a user surpasses some attempt threshold within a given
window of time, the system may delay future login attempts,
create a security alert, or lock the user account. Users in a
virtual organization often have access to resources at multiple sites and commonly use the same login username and
password combination across sites. An adversary could at-

tempt a password guessing attack by distributing login attempts across all sites within the virtual organization. In
this way, he can stay beneath thresholds imposed by local
security logging mechanisms without sacrificing the actual
number of login attempts he is allowed to make per unit
time.
If login failure records from all sites were collected and
analyzed by a central auditor, this attack could more easily
be detected. However, system authentication logs clearly
store sensitive data in the form of usernames and, in some
cases, obfuscated passwords. Even system authentication
logs that record only usernames can hold information relating to a password if a user accidentally types their password,
or a portion thereof, at the login prompt. This makes centralizing the cleartext versions of these logs a security risk, as
an adversary gaining access to this central repository would
have a good chance of finding information that would help
them compromise user accounts within the security domain.
We now evaluate the resource requirements needed to obfuscate authentication log records and correlate a distributed
password guessing attack using our framework.
We use the auth.log system logging file found in /var/log
of the Linux file system as an example record format for
login logs. An example of this file logging, its respective
record format, and a suitable obfuscation policy are provided in Table 4. The processing rate to obfuscate authentication logs is 5649 records/second. The central auditor
only needs to maintain one state variable per user to keep
track of the aggregate number of login attempts. Using a
hash table to store all member authentication logs would
require O(n) space to store the current status of each of the
n users and constant time to find or update a user’s authentication state. These are identical to the space and time
requirements needed to do this checking at a local site, but
by correlating log records, we are now able to detect both
site-specific and distributed password guessing attack while
better protecting user privacy.

7. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss how our system allows members
of an audit group to detect when their auditor is withholding or fabricating information, or when a malicious member
of the audit group probes the auditor in an attempt to learn
what events other group members are reporting. We also
discuss several important points related to information disclosure that users of this system should bear in mind.

7.1

Catching Liars and Cheaters

In Section 4, we introduced our threat model of a Byzantine auditor, which we assume to be more than reasonable

Source IP
Destination IP
Source Port Destination Port
Protocol
Timestamp Sequence Number
< tree >
< tree >
< number >
< number >
< identifier >
< number >
< number >
full disclosure prefix preserving match full disclosure local exact match complete obfuscation
jitter
scale
Table 3: IDS log format and obfuscation policy.

Timestamp
Application
Error Message
Username
Source IP
Source Port
< number >
< identifier >
< identifier >
< identifier >
< tree >
< number >
full disclosure local exact match complete obfuscation local exact match local exact match local exact match
Table 4: Authentication log format and obfuscation policy for detecting distributed password guessing.
as an auditor would likely be a paid third-party that has
financial incentive to honestly provide the service that it is
offering its customers. While members of the audit group
develop and sign the software run by the auditor, they still
require assurance that it is this exact software that the auditor is actually executing during alert correlation. If the auditor uses a trusted computing platform that supports virtual
machines and flexible code execution, such as Terra [14],
members can verify that their software is being executed in
its original form. This prevents tampering from the auditor
or any other individual with access to the detection code.
Group members within our framework can also detect
false alarms raised by the auditor and probabilistically detect if an auditor is not providing complete alert reports.
To protect the authenticity and integrity of audit records,
members can sign each record before submitting them to
an auditor. This process can be implemented during GLO’s
log obfuscation using Merkle trees to sign large batches of
records. When any alert is raised, the audit records contributing to the attack should be returned with the corresponding alert. At this point the authenticity of the records
can be validated offline. If the overhead of signing audit
records is undesirable, log records can still be validated outof-band by administrators of each member’s domain. To
detect whether an auditor is withholding alerts, members
can collaborate to plant fictitious log sequences that should
result in alert detection if the auditor is behaving correctly.
This assurance can be brought arbitrarily high by raising
the frequency of these fictitious log sequences provided to
the auditor.
While we assume that group members will behave due to
some underlying level of established trust as well as to protect their own privacy, we accept the possibility that some
audit members may try to game the auditor to reveal sensitive information about another member’s audit logs. A
free-riding member may submit fictitious logs in the hope of
learning about intrusion activity in other networks. However, because the auditor will only report alerts back to
those members that were involved in the incident, misbehaving members need to be more intelligent about the logs
they submit. For example, a dishonest member may try
to create fictitious, probing log records that will signal an
alert if and only if a specific action is taking place in another
member’s network. In many scenarios, we envision this type
of gaming the system to be difficult or at least require a large
number of false audit records to successfully signal another
network’s response. In [4], the authors describe an instance
of this type of probe response attack that is successful in
identifying the sensor locations of the SANS Internet Storm

Center. Since our system assumes a much more limited size
than Internet-wide audit log contributors, members can help
prevent gaming the system by writing rules that raise alerts
if suspicious probing behavior is detected at the auditor.

7.2

Information Disclosure

In Section 5, we showed that each obfuscation method provided some level of security guarantees when used in isolation. However, in practice, the guarantees that they provide
can be reduced for a number of reasons. We now discuss two
such reasons: functional dependencies between fields in an
audit record and the incorporation of external knowledge.
It is most often the case that the fields comprising an audit
record are related to some extent, as each record describes
the details of a particular event. Because of this relationship
between the fields of an audit record, it could sometimes be
the case that the value of one field “leaks” information about
the value of another field. As a contrived example, consider
an audit log that records two fields after a failed login attempt: the userid and the userid spelled backwards. Clearly,
fully obfuscating only the userid field does not guarantee any
level of security, as the userid spelled backwards can be used
to derive the userid. More realistic examples of functional
dependencies can arise in network traces, as it is sometimes
the case that knowing the destination port number of a connection can reveal the transport layer protocol used for that
connection. Similarly, in [18], the authors show that unobfuscated timestamp fields can be used to fingerprint the
transmitting devices in a packet trace. To preserve the privacy of the data reported to the auditor, it is imperative
that the functional dependencies between fields of an audit
record be determined as best as possible so that these types
of data leakage can be prevented.
Another problem relating to information disclosure is the
incorporation of external observations or other “common
knowledge” by the auditor. For example if packet-level traces
are being reported to the auditor and the auditor knows that
most of the traffic destined for its audit group is HTTP
traffic, then it can determine that the most frequently seen
destination port value deobfuscates to the value 80. In
this particular example, it is unlikely that the audit group
would consider such a disclosure to be sensitive, as port
numbers are not typically obfuscated even when data traces
are anonymized for public release [24]. This does serve to
illustrate the underlying problem, however. Functional dependencies and the incorporation of external knowledge are
not mutually-exclusive threats; it could be the case that information acquired using external knowledge could be used

to extract more information using a previously-obfuscated
functional dependency, or vice-versa.
It is our conjecture that there does not exist any purely
technological solution to the above two problems. For instance, prior to the discovery presented in [18], no one would
have assumed that timestamp fields could identify the source
of a packet stream. To help reduce the chance of inadvertent
data disclosure through undiscovered functional dependencies or the incorporation of external knowledge, the data
fields reported to the auditor should be chosen carefully. To
detect most attacks, it is often times not necessary to use
every data field reported by the IDS or packet capture device generating the raw audit logs. By selectively choosing
the data sent to the auditor, the number of fields which
can be used to deobfuscate data will be reduced. Similarly,
given a restricted data set, it becomes easier to determine
the functional dependencies relating fields within an audit
record, thereby making it easier to determine an appropriate
obfuscation policy.

8.

RELATED WORK

This paper builds on two distinct areas of prior work: distributed audit systems and privacy-preserving data sharing.
We now review related work in these two areas.

8.1

Distributed Audit

In [22], the authors provide a framework for distributed
audit occurring within one organizational domain. This
framework is not suitable for use in our scenario as information is shared freely with the monitoring entity and is thus
undesirable due to the privacy requirements and threats to
centralized data discussed in Section 1. DShield [11] and
DeepSight [9] gather information from a wide range of contributors. This information is processed to detect traffic
fluctuations and other indicators of wide-scale attacks such
as worms. These projects can only detect Internet-wide activity, and not specific forms of intrusion at any one site or
among smaller group of collaborators.
There has been a substantial body of work in building distributed architectures for intrusion detection systems. The
first proposed systems, such as DIDS [31] and the McAfee
IntruShield Security Manager Appliance [21], collected data
from multiple monitoring sensors and performed centralized
processing of data to create alerts. More recent systems
have focused on reaching higher scalability [35, 37], however,
they are not designed for cross-domain collaboration and often share unaltered, raw data and alerts between monitoring
nodes. Perhaps the most closely related work to ours with
respect to distributed audit is [20], in which the authors
develop a framework for the privacy-preserving sharing of
network traffic logs. Their framework is more general than
that of DShield and DeepSight, as anyone can browse the
submitted records, though it is still specific to network traffic records. While there have been many system proposals
for distributed intrusion detection architectures, there is no
prior solution for general privacy protection necessary to
make any audit system feasible in a cross-domain scenario.

8.2

Privacy-Preserving Data Sharing

Network packet trace anonymization has been one effort
to promote the sharing of information between collaborating entities. This technique deals with anonymizing large
volumes of network data so that it can be released for pub-

lic scrutiny. Policy-based frameworks for supporting the
anonymization of large packet traces, such as FTP sessions,
are presented in [25, 30]. These works differ from ours in
that we wish to preserve enough of the data to allow interesting distributed audit and correlation to occur between
a small number of sites while these previous efforts aim to
make data safe for public disclosure.
At an opposite extreme from systems that prepare data
for public disclosure lies the secure multi-party computation
problem. This problem arises when a group of k entities
wishes to calculate the value of some function of k private
inputs. Although this problem is theoretically solvable in
general [36], the general solutions tend to be rather inefficient. Efficient secure multi-party computation algorithms
for specific problems (such as secure computation of a kth
ranked element [1] and collaborative forecasting and benchmarking [3]) exist, however distributed audit appears to be
a general enough area that devising an efficient secure multiparty solution would be nearly as difficult as defining a secure general-purpose secure multi-party computation protocol. The work presented in this paper is an attempt to place
a point on the privacy/efficiency spectrum somewhere between network trace anonymization and secure multi-party
computation.
Privacy-preserving data mining and database obfuscations
(for a survey of this area, see [34]) aim to allow trends to be
discovered over distributed datasets without revealing the
sensitive information contained within. Typically, datasets
are randomly perturbed (as in [16]) to achieve this goal.
The end result of this is that large trends can be discovered
without revealing specific information. We aim to provide
a framework which can be used to detect not only these
high-level events, but also more specific types of anomalies that cannot be detected using the aforementioned techniques. In [2, 12], the authors provide a means for owners
of distributed databases to carry out privacy-preserving versions of operations such as set intersection and join. This is
useful in the context presented in these papers, though these
operations cannot be used efficiently to share information as
required for the real-time detection of the types of anomalies that we wish to identify (especially if one wishes to use
a state-machine approach, as in [22]).

9.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described in detail an architecture
for privacy-preserving distributed audit. In this architecture, logs can be collected from any number of sources, formatted according to the data types defined in Section 5.1,
obscured using the methods presented in Section 5.3, and
presented to a central auditor for processing. We have shown
that this architecture allows mutually distrustful entities
from different security domains to collaboratively detect both
distributed attacks against their combined infrastructure and
abuses of the trust relationships existing between their security domains. We have implemented the portion of this
architecture responsible for obfuscating audit records and
deobfuscating results returned by the auditor. In this paper, we present results indicating that this subsystem can
process audit records at a rate several orders of magnitude
higher than required to keep up with the IDS records generated at our institution.
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